The Way, Truth and Life (Light)
For I am the Way the Truth and the Life and no one comes to the Father
except through Me. My light shines where there is no light, where darkness
has surrounded and confounded I still shine in My light, just the slightest ray
of hope is all I need to not give up on anyone, only when someone rejects
My Spirit do I give up on them for then I cannot work in their hearts. There
is no way that anyone can come into the light except they accept Me, there
is no other way, there are no other gods, I am the only true God there is.
Some of My fallen sons have tried to make gods of themselves but they will
never be, they will always just be part of creation that still has to bow to the
will of the Creator. I rule all things, even there where you think My spirit is
not in control, even there I rule. I am the Way, the Truth and the Life, there
is no other and there is no simpler way to find life eternal. The wise seem to
miss it, for they think it is foolishness, oh but the children find it, those who
are like children as well, think like a child, accepting, optimistic, openminded, non cynical then you find it easily. I am not saying childish, there is
a huge difference between childish and child like, many of My own act
childish and think this is the way I instructed them to be, nonsense, that was
never My voice or command, childlike but with the sense of responsibility
and honor in being a child of Mine that comes with spiritual adulthood. Oh
My child if only they would understand this, then their world would be so
much different, so easier, so simpler. Oh how the wise have fallen, proud
you think, the Bible says proud Daddy, but son they are one and the same,
the wise are the proud, they think their sin goes unnoticed and that I am
dumb and ignorant and can be bought of with a quick prayer and a quick
glance, but there hearts are never Mine, oh My child how My heart aches for
them to see the light, but they will, sooner or later, but unfortunately for
some of them it will be to late for it will be when they are in front of My
judgment throne.
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